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A Washington Post Bestseller Three Principles for Managing—and
Avoiding—the Problems of Growth Why is profitable growth so hard
to achieve and sustain? Most executives manage their companies
as if the solution to that problem lies in the external
environment: find an attractive market, formulate the right
strategy, win new customers. But when Bain & Company’s Chris
Zook and James Allen, authors of the bestselling Profit from the
Core, researched this question, they found that when companies
fail to achieve their growth targets, 90 percent of the time the
root causes are internal, not external—increasing distance from
the front lines, loss of accountability, proliferating processes
and bureaucracy, to name only a few. What’s more, companies
experience a set of predictable internal crises, at predictable
stages, as they grow. Even for healthy companies, these crises,
if not managed properly, stifle the ability to grow further—and
can actively lead to decline. The key insight from Zook and
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Allen’s research is that managing these choke points requires a
“founder’s mentality”—behaviors typically embodied by a bold,
ambitious founder—to restore speed, focus, and connection to
customers: • An insurgent’s clear mission and purpose • An
unambiguous owner mindset • A relentless obsession with the
front line Based on the authors’ decade-long study of companies
in more than forty countries, The Founder’s Mentality
demonstrates the strong relationship between these three traits
in companies of all kinds—not just start-ups—and their ability
to sustain performance. Through rich analysis and inspiring
examples, this book shows how any leader—not only a founder—can
instill and leverage a founder’s mentality throughout their
organization and find lasting, profitable growth.
Imagine what you could do with the time you spend writing emails
every day. Complexity is killing companies' ability to innovate
and adapt, and simplicity is fast becoming the competitive
advantage of our time. Why Simple Wins helps leaders and their
teams move beyond the feelings of frustration and futility that
come with so much unproductive work in today's corporate world
to create a corporate culture where valuable, essential,
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meaningful work is the norm. By learning how to eliminate
redundancies, communicate with clarity, and make simplification
a habit, individuals and companies can begin to recognize which
activities are time-sucks and which create lasting value. Lisa
Bodell's simplification method has several unique principles:
Simplification is a skill that's available to us all, yet very
few leaders use it. Simplification is the right thing to do--for
our customers, for our company, and for each other. Operating
with simplification as our core business model will make it
easier to be respectful of each other's time. Simplification
drives culture, and culture in turn drives employee engagement,
customer relations, and overall productivity. This book is
inspired by Bodell's passion for eliminating barriers to
innovation and productivity. In it, she explains why change and
innovation are so hard to achieve--and it's not what you might
expect. The reality is this: we spend our days drowning in
mundane tasks like meetings, emails, and reports. These are
often self-created complexities that prevent us from getting to
the meaningful work that truly matters. Using simple stories and
techniques, Why Simple Wins shows that by using simplicity as an
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operating principle, we can eliminate the busy work that puts a
chokehold on us every day, and instead spend time on the work
that we value.
A fully revised and updated 8th edition of the highly renowned
international bestseller The 8th edition of this highly
acclaimed bestseller is thoroughly revised with every chapter
having been updated with special attention to the latest
developments in marketing. Marketing Plans is designed as a tool
and a user–friendly learning resource. Every point illustrated
by powerful practical examples and made actionable through
simple, step–by–step templates and exercises. The book is
established as essential reading for all serious professional
marketers and students of marketing, from undergraduate and
postgraduate to professional courses for bodies such as CIM.
Above all it provides a practical, hands–on guide to
implementing every single concept included in the text. New
chapters and content include: A ‘Does it Work’ feature
throughout demonstrating examples of real successes using the
processes in the book More substantial coverage of consumer
behaviour to balance the book’s focus with B2B planning Digital
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techniques and practices brought fully up to date Also includes
a comprehensive online Tutors’ Guide and Market2Win Simulator
for those who teach marketing strategy
In this seminal article, innovation experts Clayton Christensen,
Stephen P. Kaufman, and Willy C. Shih explore the key reasons
why companies struggle to innovate. The authors uncover common
mistakes companies make—from focusing on the wrong customers to
choosing the wrong products to develop—that can derail
innovation efforts, and offer a better way forward for
management teams who want to avoid these obstacles and get
innovation right. Since 1922, Harvard Business Review has been a
leading source of breakthrough ideas in management practice. The
Harvard Business Review Classics series now offers you the
opportunity to make these seminal pieces a part of your
permanent management library. Each highly readable volume
contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best
practices and inspire countless managers around the world.
End the Status Quo, Start an Innovation Revolution
What Customers Crave
Parentology
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From Harvard to Harley, Lessons from Ten That Broke the Rules
and Made It Big
6 Ways We Kill Innovation (Without Even Trying)
Business Model Generation
The Social Organism
The Customer of the Future
Content, in all its forms, is the single most critical element
of any marketing campaign. Finding a successful equilibrium
between content marketing and content strategy is difficult, but
essential. Content - The Atomic Particle of Marketing goes
beyond superficial descriptions of how to produce engaging
social media content to offer the results of many years of deep
quantitative research, and hours of interviews with senior
marketers at some of the world's leading brands. Written by a
recognised industry thought-leader, Content - The Atomic
Particle of Marketing explores how content functions in the
broader framework of all marketing, as well as organizational
concerns and IT decision making. It demonstrates the value
content brings not only to "owned" media initiatives, such as a
company website or blog, but also the essential role content
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plays in all other marketing initiatives, from social media to
advertising to offline channels. It will enable readers to make
the organizational, staffing, tools and process decisions
necessary to get content up and running across divisions and
organizational silos. Deeply researched and insightful, Content
- The Atomic Particle of Marketing is, quite simply, the
definitive research-based guide to content marketing.
Lessons from HubSpot, Salesforce, Gainsight and Other Iconic
Brands "The Uber of this" "The Salesforce of that" "It's like
Instagram, but for..." There is no such thing as an original
idea anymore – right? Actually, it turns out that the world’s
most innovative companies have created so much more than just
brand new products and technology. They've created entirely new
market categories. The challenge is that successfully building
new categories requires a perfect storm of luck and timing. Or
does it? Category Creation is the first and only book on the
topic written by executives and marketers actively building new
categories. It explains how category creation has become the
Holy Grail of marketing, and more importantly, how it can be
planned and orchestrated. It's not about luck. You can use the
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same tactics that other category-defining companies have used to
delight customers, employees, and investors. There’s no better
strategy that results in faster growth and higher valuations for
the company on top. Author Anthony Kennada, former Chief
Marketing Officer at Gainsight, explains how he led Gainsight in
creating the “customer success” category, and shares success
stories from fellow category-creators like Salesforce, HubSpot
and others. It requires much more than just having the best
product. You have to start and grow a conversation that doesn’t
yet exist, positioning a newly discovered problem in addition to
your company and product offerings. The book explains the 7 key
principles of category creation, including the importance of
creating a community of early adopters who will rally around the
problem they all share—especially if someone will lead them. ·
Identify the “go” and “no go” signals for category creation in
your business · Activate customers and influencers as brand
ambassadors · Grow a community by investing in live events and
experiences · Prove the impact of category creation investments
on growth, customer success, and company culture Written for
entrepreneurs, marketers, and executives from startups to large
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enterprises, Category Creation is the exclusive playbook for
building a category defining brand in the modern economy.
Think you know your customers? You better be more assured than
just thinking you do, because your success depends on it! The
best companies in the world first research exhaustively what
their customers desire, and then they deliver it in memorable
and deeply human experiences--resulting in success previously
believed to be unachievable. So once again, how well do you know
your customers?In a hyperconnected economy that is radically
changing consumer expectations, this vital expectation for any
successful business is not always easy. But in What Customers
Crave, author and business strategist Nicholas Webb simplifies
this critical task into being able to confidently answer two
questions: What do your customers love? What do they hate?Jampacked with tools and examples, this must-have resource helps
businesses reinvent how they engage with customers (both
physical and virtual). Learn how to:• Gain invaluable insights
into who your customers are and what they care about• Use
listening posts and Contact Point Innovation to refine customer
types• Engineer experiences for each micromarket that are not
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only exceptional, but insanely relevant• Connect across the five
most important touchpoints• Co-create with your customers• And
more!It’s time to reinvent the ways you engage with your
customers. Because when you learn to provide for them exactly
what they want, they not only bring along their wallets but
those belong to their friends as well!
The NEW Rulebook for Entrepreneurial Success What’s the surest
way to startup failure? Follow old, outdated rules. In Content
Inc., one of today’s most sought-after content-marketing
strategists reveals a new model for entrepreneurial success.
Simply put, it’s about developing valuable content, building an
audience around that content, and then creating a product for
that audience. Notice a shift? Author Joe Pulizzi flips the
traditional entrepreneurial approach of first creating a product
and then trying to find customers. It’s a brilliant reverseengineering of a model that rarely succeeds. The radical sixstep business-building process revealed in this book is smart,
simple, practical, and cost-effective. And best of all, it
works. It’s a strategy Pulizzi used to build his own successful
company, Content Marketing Institute, which has landed on Inc.
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magazine’s list of fastest growing private companies for three
years straight. It’s also a strategy countless other
entrepreneurs use to build their own multi-million dollar
companies. Build an audience and you’ll be able to sell pretty
much anything you want. Today’s markets are more dynamic and
customers are more fickle than ever before. Why would you put
all your eggs in one basket before securing a loyal customer
base? Content Inc. shows you how to get customers first and
develop products later. It’s the best way to build a solid, longlasting business positioned for today’s content-driven world.
This is the simple but profoundly successful entrepreneurial
approach of one of today’s most creative business minds. A
pioneer of content marketing, Pulizzi has cracked to code when
it comes to the power of content in a world where marketers
still hold fast to traditional models that no longer work. In
Content Inc., he breaks down the business-startup process into
six steps, making it simple for you to visualize, launch, and
monetize your own business. These steps are: • The “Sweet Spot”:
Identify the intersection of your unique competency and your
personal passion • Content Tilting: Determine how you can “tilt”
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your sweet spot to find a place where little or no competition
exists • Building the Base: Establish your number-one channel
for disseminating content (blog, podcast, YouTube, etc.) •
Harvesting Audience: Use social-media and SEO to convert onetime visitors into long-term subscribers • Diversification: Grow
your business by expanding into multiple delivery channels •
Monetization: Now that your expertise is established, you can
begin charging money for your products or services This model
has worked wonders for Pulizzi and countless other examples
detailed in the book. Connect these six pieces like a puzzle,
and before you know it, you’ll be running your own profitable,
scalable business. Pulizzi walks you step by step through the
process, based on his own success (and failures) and real-world
multi-million dollar examples from multiple industries and
countries. Whether you’re seeking to start a brand-new business
or drive innovation in an existing one, Content Inc. provides
everything you need to reverse-engineer the traditional
entrepreneurial model for better, more sustainable success. Joe
Pulizzi is an entrepreneur, professional speaker, and podcaster.
He is the founder of several startups, including the Content
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Marketing Institute (CMI), recognized as the fastest growing
business media company by Inc. magazine in 2014. CMI produces
Content Marketing World, the world’s largest content marketing
event, and publishes the leading content marketing magazine,
Chief Content Officer. Pulizzi’s book Epic Content Marketing was
named one of Fortune magazine’s Five Must Read Business Books of
the Year.
Global Innovation Index 2020
The Science of Growth
How to Build a Brand that Customers, Employees, and Investors
Will Love
Breakthrough Strategies to Supercharge Your Business and Earn
Loyal Customers for Life
Top of Mind: Use Content to Unleash Your Influence and Engage
Those Who Matter To You
Checklists, Frameworks, and 150 Best Practices for Business
Success
Why Simple Wins
Exactly How to Sell

"The Unexpected" posits a new theory about the relationship between service and
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customer loyalty, as well as how to execute it. Four elements comprise The
Unexpected: It is memorable, distinguishable, viral, and profitable. Delivering The
Unexpected starts at the top of an organization and requires senior executive buy-in.
It is executed at ground level and requires empowerment of employees at all levels
of an organization. The Unexpected does not have to be costly, and relies more upon
creativity, innovation and training team members to see - and act upon opportunities when they present themselves. Finally, it can be delivered by any
organization in any industry and of any size. "The Unexpected" is designed for
entrepreneurs and business owners; senior executives; educational professionals;
and front-line service employees. The book is written by Howard Brodsky, cofounder and co-CEO of CCA Global Partners, a $10 billion privately held
organization; and Dustin S. Klein, publisher of Smart Business magazine and coauthor of the Amazon #1 bestseller, "The Benevolent Dictator".
Killing your current marketing structure may be the only way to save it! Two of the
world’s top marketing experts reveal the next level of breakthrough
success—transforming your marketing strategy into a standalone profit center. What
if everything we currently know about marketing is what is holding us back? Over
the last two decades, we’ve watched the entire world change the way it buys and
stays loyal to brands. But, marketing departments are still operating in the same,
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campaign-centric, product-led operation that they have been following for 75 years.
The most innovative companies around the world have achieved remarkable
marketing results by fundamentally changing their approach. By creating value for
customers through the use of owned media and the savvy use of content, these
businesses have dramatically increased customer loyalty and revenue. Some of them
have even taken it to the next step and developed a marketing function that actually
pays for itself. Killing Marketing explores how these companies are ending the
marketing as we know it—in favor of this new, exciting model. Killing Marketing
provides the insight, approaches, and examples you need to understand these
disruptive forces in ways that turn your marketing from cost center to revenue
creator. This book builds the case for, literally, transforming the purpose of
marketing within your organization. Joe Pulizzi and Robert Rose of the Content
Marketing Institute show how leading companies are able sell the very content that
propels their marketing strategy. You’ll learn how to: * Transform all or part of
your marketing operation into a media company * Integrate this new operation into
traditional marketing efforts * Develop best practices for attracting and retaining
audiences * Build a strategy for competing against traditional media companies *
Create a paid/earned media strategy fueled by an owned media strategy Red Bull,
Johnson & Johnson, Disney and Arrow Electronics have succeeded in what ten
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years ago would have been deemed impossible. They continue to market their
products as they always have, and, through their content-driven and audiencebuilding initiatives, they drive value outside the day-to-day products they sell—and
monetize it directly. Killing Marketing rewrites the rules of marketing—enabling you
to make the kind of transition that turns average companies into industry legends.
Between the 18th and 19th centuries, Britain experienced massive leaps in
technological, scientific, and economical advancement
Now beyond its eleventh printing and translated into twelve languages, Michael
Porter’s The Competitive Advantage of Nations has changed completely our
conception of how prosperity is created and sustained in the modern global
economy. Porter’s groundbreaking study of international competitiveness has
shaped national policy in countries around the world. It has also transformed
thinking and action in states, cities, companies, and even entire regions such as
Central America. Based on research in ten leading trading nations, The Competitive
Advantage of Nations offers the first theory of competitiveness based on the causes
of the productivity with which companies compete. Porter shows how traditional
comparative advantages such as natural resources and pools of labor have been
superseded as sources of prosperity, and how broad macroeconomic accounts of
competitiveness are insufficient. The book introduces Porter’s “diamond,” a whole
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new way to understand the competitive position of a nation (or other locations) in
global competition that is now an integral part of international business thinking.
Porter's concept of “clusters,” or groups of interconnected firms, suppliers, related
industries, and institutions that arise in particular locations, has become a new way
for companies and governments to think about economies, assess the competitive
advantage of locations, and set public policy. Even before publication of the book,
Porter’s theory had guided national reassessments in New Zealand and elsewhere.
His ideas and personal involvement have shaped strategy in countries as diverse as
the Netherlands, Portugal, Taiwan, Costa Rica, and India, and regions such as
Massachusetts, California, and the Basque country. Hundreds of cluster initiatives
have flourished throughout the world. In an era of intensifying global competition,
this pathbreaking book on the new wealth of nations has become the standard by
which all future work must be measured.
The People Vs Tech
Killing Marketing: How Innovative Businesses Are Turning Marketing Cost Into
Profit
Category Creation
Working Backwards
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A Radical Understanding of Social Media to Transform Your Business and Life
Global Business
How to Overcome the Predictable Crises of Growth
Named a Top 10 Business Strategy Book of 2018 by Inc.
magazine In his pioneering book Seizing the White Space,
Mark W. Johnson argued that business model innovation is
the most proven path to transformational growth. Since
then, Uber, Airbnb, and other startups have disrupted whole
industries; incumbents such as Blockbuster, Sears, Toys "R"
Us, and BlackBerry have fallen by the wayside; and digital
transformation has become one of the business world's
hottest (and least understood) slogans. Nearly a decade
later, the art and science of business model innovation is
more relevant than ever. In this revised, updated, and
newly titled edition, Johnson provides an eminently
practical framework for understanding how a business model
actually works. Identifying its four fundamental building
blocks, he lays out a structured and repeatable process for
reinventing an existing business model or creating a new
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one and then incubating and scaling it into a profitable
and thriving enterprise. In a new chapter on digital
transformation, he shows how serial transformers like
Amazon leverage business model innovation so successfully.
With rich new case studies of companies that have achieved
new success and postmortems of those that haven't, Reinvent
Your Business Model will show you how to: Determine if and
when your organization needs a new business model Identify
powerful new opportunities to serve your existing customers
in existing markets Reach entirely new customers and create
new markets through disruptive business models and products
Seize opportunities for growth opened up by tectonic shifts
in market demand, government policy, and technologies Make
business model innovation a more predictable discipline
inside your organization Business model innovation has the
power to reshape whole industries--including retail,
aviation, media, and technology--redistributing billions of
dollars of value. This book gives you the tools to reshape
your own company for enduring success. Reinvent Your
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Business Model is the strategic innovation playbook you
need now and in the future.
A unique behind-the-scenes look at the groundbreaking
methodology that today's most in-demand innovation factory
uses to create some of the boldest products and
successfully bring them to market. Today, innovation is
seen by business leaders and the media alike as the key to
growth, a burning issue in every company, from startups to
the Fortune 500. And in that space, Fahrenheit 212 is
viewed as a high-performance innovation SWAT team, able to
solve the most complex, mission-critical challenges. Under
Mark Payne, the firm's president and head of Idea
Development, Fahrenheit 212, since its inception a decade
ago, has worked with such giants of industry as Coca-Cola,
Samsung, Hershey's, Campbell's Soup, LG, Starbucks, Mattel,
Office Depot, Citibank, P&G, American Express, Nutrisystem,
GE, and Goldman Sachs, to name but a few. It has been
praised as a hotspot for innovation in publications like
Fortune, Esquire, Businessweek, and FastCompany. What
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Drives Fahrenheit 212's success is its unique methodology,
combining what it calls Magic--the creative side of
innovation--with Money, the business side. They explore
every potential idea with the end goal in mind--bringing an
innovative product to market in a way that will transform a
company's business and growth. In How to Kill a Unicorn,
Mark Payne pulls back the curtain on how the company is
able to bring more innovative products and ideas
successfully to market than any other firm and offers blow
by blow inside accounts of how they grapple with and solved
their biggest challenges.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you
to have the essential ideas of a big book in less than 30
minutes. By reading this summary, you will discover a whole
new marketing model: content marketing. You will also
discover that : despite advances in technology, marketing
today is out of breath; companies have had great success in
creating their own media to talk to their audience; content
marketing requires a new model that can bring its own
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profitability; the content created must provide value that
is independent of the products, and that builds user
loyalty and a true relationship with the user. The
marketing industry faces many challenges: established
practices are increasingly struggling to deliver results.
At the same time, some companies are implementing new
strategies. To address their customers, they create their
own media and distribute a wide variety of content,
offering real value. These independent activities nourish
their brand image and reputation while generating revenue.
Despite the skepticism of many professionals, the future
will surely involve such a rethink of established
practices. *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest
price of a cup of coffee!
From the bestselling author of The Dark Net comes a book
that explains all the dangers of the digital revolution and
offers concrete solutions on how we can protect our
personal privacy, and democracy itself. The internet was
meant to set us free. But have we unwittingly handed too
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much away to shadowy powers behind a wall of code, all
manipulated by a handful of Silicon Valley utopians, ad
men, and venture capitalists? And, in light of recent data
breach scandals around companies like Facebook and
Cambridge Analytica, what does that mean for democracy, our
delicately balanced system of government that was created
long before big data, total information, and artificial
intelligence? In this urgent polemic, Jamie Bartlett argues
that through our unquestioning embrace of big tech, the
building blocks of democracy are slowly being removed. The
middle class is being eroded, sovereign authority and civil
society is weakened, and we citizens are losing our
critical faculties, maybe even our free will. The People Vs
Tech is an enthralling account of how our fragile political
system is being threatened by the digital revolution.
Bartlett explains that by upholding six key pillars of
democracy, we can save it before it is too late. We need to
become active citizens, uphold a shared democratic culture,
protect free elections, promote equality, safeguard
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competitive and civic freedoms, and trust in a sovereign
authority. This essential book shows that the stakes
couldn't be higher and that, unless we radically alter our
course, democracy will join feudalism, supreme monarchies
and communism as just another political experiment that
quietly disappeared.
Kill the Company
Unfiltered Marketing
The Innovation Stack
How to Wrangle Business Away from Lazy Competitors
Lean Customer Development
The Sales Guide for Non-Sales Professionals
The Founder's Mentality
Killing Giants
Killing Marketing: How Innovative Businesses Are Turning Marketing Cost Into
ProfitMcGraw Hill Professional
Email marketing's power is matched only by how incredibly misunderstood it is.
Email Marketing Rules demystifies this vital channel, taking you step by step
through 150 best practices, providing extensive tactical checklists, and giving
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you strategic frameworks for long-term success. Updated and greatly expanded,
the 3rd Edition of Email Marketing Rules will help you... Set the right program
goals by understanding "deep metrics" and properly interpreting campaign,
channel, and subscriber metrics Build high-performance lists by identifying
valuable subscriber acquisition sources, using appropriate permission practices,
and managing inactives wisely Ensure your emails are delivered by
understanding the factors that cause inbox providers to block senders Craft
relevant messaging with effective subject lines, savvy designs, and smart
targeting Automate your messaging so you address moments that matter and
create highly engaging subscriber journeys Develop solid workflows that avoid
errors and speed up production
A framework for overcoming the six types of innovation killers Everybody wants
innovation—or do they? Creative People Must Be Stopped shows how individuals
and organizations sabotage their own best intentions to encourage "outside the
box" thinking. It shows that the antidote to this self-defeating behavior is to
identify which of the six major types of constraints are hindering innovation:
individual, group, organizational, industry-wide, societal, or technological. Once
innovators and other leaders understand exactly which constraints are working
against them and how to overcome them, they can create conditions that foster
innovation instead of stopping it in its tracks. The author's model of constraints
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on innovation integrates insights from the vast literature on innovation with his
own observations of hundreds of organizations. The book is filled with
assessments, tools, and real-world examples. The author's research has been
featured in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, London Guardian and San
Jose Mercury News, as well as on Fox News and on NPR's Marketplace Includes
illustrative examples from leading organizations Offers a practical guide for
bringing new ideas to fruition even within a previously rigid organizational
culture This book gives people in organizations the conceptual framework and
practical information they need to innovate successfully.
Business Model Generation is a handbook for visionaries, game changers, and
challengers striving to defy outmoded business models and design tomorrow's
enterprises. If your organization needs to adapt to harsh new realities, but you
don't yet have a strategy that will get you out in front of your competitors, you
need Business Model Generation. Co-created by 470 "Business Model Canvas"
practitioners from 45 countries, the book features a beautiful, highly visual,
4-color design that takes powerful strategic ideas and tools, and makes them
easy to implement in your organization. It explains the most common Business
Model patterns, based on concepts from leading business thinkers, and helps
you reinterpret them for your own context. You will learn how to systematically
understand, design, and implement a game-changing business model--or analyze
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and renovate an old one. Along the way, you'll understand at a much deeper level
your customers, distribution channels, partners, revenue streams, costs, and
your core value proposition. Business Model Generation features practical
innovation techniques used today by leading consultants and companies
worldwide, including 3M, Ericsson, Capgemini, Deloitte, and others. Designed for
doers, it is for those ready to abandon outmoded thinking and embrace new
models of value creation: for executives, consultants, entrepreneurs, and leaders
of all organizations. If you're ready to change the rules, you belong to "the
business model generation!"
The Business Book
Big Ideas Simply Explained
Creative People Must Be Stopped
Radical Marketing
How the World's Hottest Innovation Factory Builds Bold Ideas That Make It to
Market
Innovation Killers
Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance
Epic Content Marketing: How to Tell a Different Story, Break through the Clutter,
and Win More Customers by Marketing Less

How do you develop products that people will actually use and buy? This practical
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guide shows you how to validate product and company ideas through customer
development research—before you waste months and millions on a product or
service that no one needs or wants. With a combination of open-ended
interviewing and fast and flexible research techniques, you’ll learn how your
prospective customers behave, the problems they need to solve, and what
frustrates and delights them. These insights may shake your assumptions, but
they’ll help you reach the "ah-ha!" moments that inspire truly great products.
Validate or invalidate your hypothesis by talking to the right people Learn how to
conduct successful customer interviews play-by-play Detect a customer’s
behaviors, pain points, and constraints Turn interview insights into Minimum Viable
Products to validate what customers will use and buy Adapt customer development
strategies for large companies, conservative industries, and existing products
Reach more customers than ever with TARGETED CONTENT Epic Content
Marketing helps you develop strategies that seize the competitive edge by creating
messages and “stories” tailored for instant, widespread distribution on social
media, Google, and the mainstream press. It provides a step-by-step plan for
developing powerful content that resonates with customers and describes best
practices for social media sharing and search engine discoverability. Joe Pulizzi is a
content marketing strategist, speaker and founder of the Content Marketing
Institute, which runs the largest physical content marketing event in North
America, Content Marketing World.
"A must-read for business leaders and anyone who wants to understand all the
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implications of a social world." -- Bob Iger, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
The Walt Disney Company From tech visionaries Oliver Luckett and Michael J.
Casey, a groundbreaking, must-read theory of social media -- how it works, how it's
changing human life, and how we can master it for good and for profit. In barely a
decade, social media has positioned itself at the center of twenty-first century life.
The combined power of platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, and
Vine have helped topple dictators and turned anonymous teenagers into celebrities
overnight. In the social media age, ideas spread and morph through shared
hashtags, photos, and videos, and the most compelling and emotive ones can
transform public opinion in mere days and weeks, even attitudes and priorities that
had persisted for decades. How did this happen? The scope and pace of these
changes have left traditional businesses -- and their old-guard marketing
gatekeepers -- bewildered. We simply do not comprehend social media's form,
function, and possibilities. It's time we did. In The Social Organism, Luckett and
Casey offer a revolutionary theory: social networks -- to an astonishing
degree--mimic the rules and functions of biological life. In sharing and replicating
packets of information known as memes, the world's social media users are
facilitating an evolutionary process just like the transfer of genetic information in
living things. Memes are the basic building blocks of our culture, our social DNA. To
master social media -- and to make online content that impacts the world -- you
must start with the Social Organism. With the scope and ambition of The Second
Machine Age and James Gleick's The Information, The Social Organism is an
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indispensable guide for business leaders, marketing professionals, and anyone
serious about understanding our digital world -- a guide not just to social media,
but to human life today and where it is headed next.
In the wake of the Brexit vote and the election of Donald Trump, globalization has
found itself increasingly under the microscope. An active international discussion is
underway, and the ideological viewpoint that the reversal of globalization and a
return to protectionism and isolation will cure the world's ills is touted by many. In
the midst of the growing prominence of international interconnectivity and
contradicting attention attained by skewed misinformation about global impact,
Global Business is a straightforward commentary on mega trends in globalization.
With insights and observations from academics, practitioners, and practical
thinkers from around the world Global Business demystifies the economic, social,
and cultural impacts of globalism and globalization, and presents a balanced
explanation of what is happening and how it affects everyone. It highlights that
technology and change are not new, and explores the path taken to reach our
current interconnected global state. It encourages a realistic examination of where
we are and invites a dialogue on where we can go together.
The Surprising Influence of the Real World on How We Search, Shop, and Sell in the
Virtual One
How to prepare them, how to profit from them
A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challengers
Marketing Plans
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Escape the Complexity Trap and Get to Work That Matters
SUMMARY - Killing Marketing: How Innovative Businesses Are Turning Marketing
Cost Into Profit By Joe Pulizzi And Robert Rose
Who Will Finance Innovation?
How the Internet Is Killing Democracy (and How We Save It)

How did the Grateful Dead use its fanatical following to build a $100 millionbrand
that still thrives today? How did upstart Boston Beer Company--makers of Sam
Adams--prevail over rival Anheuser-Busch without an advertising budget? And
how did lams create the premium pet food market and leap from $16 million to
$600 million in sales in just fifteen years, while charging twice the price of
competitor Ralston-Purina? The answer: radical marketing. In this fresh,
provocative book, Sam Hill and Glenn Rifkin identify the mar-keting strategies
that have enabled ten innovative companies to emerge asindustry leaders. What
do these organizations have in common? Each is intune emotionally with its
customer base, allowing them to glean superior marketing insight without
spending millions of dollars. Each is more focused on the big picture--growth and
expansion--rather than short-term profits. And,despite their current success, each
started out with little more than a passion for their product. Engrossing,
informative, and invaluable, Radical Marketing demonstrates how any company,
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large or small, can achieve unprecedented success through inventive and
revolutionary tactics.
Working Backwards is an insider's breakdown of Amazon's approach to culture,
leadership, and best practices from two long-time Amazon executives̶with
lessons and techniques you can apply to your own company, and career, right
now. In Working Backwards, two long-serving Amazon executives reveal the
principles and practices that have driven the success of one of the most
extraordinary companies the world has ever known. With twenty-seven years of
Amazon experience between them̶much of it during the period of unmatched
innovation that created products and services including Kindle, Amazon Prime,
Amazon Studios, and Amazon Web Services̶Bryar and Carr offer
unprecedented access to the Amazon way as it was developed and proven to be
repeatable, scalable, and adaptable. With keen analysis and practical steps for
applying it at your own company̶no matter the size̶the authors illuminate how
Amazonʼs fourteen leadership principles inform decision-making at all levels of
the company. With a focus on customer obsession, long-term thinking,
eagerness to invent, and operational excellence, Amazonʼs ground-level
practices ensure these characteristics are translated into action and flow through
all aspects of the business. Working Backwards is both a practical guidebook and
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the story of how the company grew to become so successful. It is filled with the
authorsʼ in-the-room recollections of what “Being Amazonian” is like and how
their time at the company affected their personal and professional lives. They
demonstrate that success on Amazonʼs scale is not achieved by the genius of
any single leader, but rather through commitment to and execution of a set of
well-defined, rigorously-executed principles and practices̶shared here for the
very first time. Whatever your talent, career or organization might be, find out
how you can put Working Backwards to work for you.
Exploring the how and why we use the Internet to shop, sell and search, a
Wharton professor and consumer shopping behavior expert helps entrepreneurs,
business and economics students and professional investors understand Internet
trends and innovations. 7,500 first printing.
Tomorrowʼs customers need to be targeted today! With emerging technology
transforming customer expectations, itʼs more important than ever to keep a laser
focus on the experience companies provide their customers. In The Customer of
the Future, customer experience futurist Blake Morgan outlines ten easy-to-follow
customer experience guidelines that integrate emerging technologies with
effective strategies to combat disconnected processes, silo mentalities, and a
lack of buyer perspective. Tomorrowʼs customers will insist on experiences that
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make their lives significantly easier and better. Companies will win their business
not by just proclaiming that customer experience is a priority but by embedding a
customer focus into every aspect of their operations. Theyʼll understand how
emerging technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), automation, and analytics
are changing the game and craft a strategy to integrate them into their products
and processes. The Customer of the Future explains how todayʼs customers are
already demanding frictionless, personalized, on-demand experiences from their
products and services, and companies that donʼt adapt to these new
expectations wonʼt last. This book prepares your organization for these increasing demands by helping you do the following: Learn the ten defining strategies for
a customer experience‒focused company. Implement new techniques to shift the
entire company from being product-focused to being customer-focused. Gain
insights through case studies and examples on how the worldʼs most innovative
companies are offering new and compelling customer experiences. Craft a
leadership development and culture plan to create lasting change at your
organization.
Reinvent Your Business Model
5 Rules to Win Back Trust, Credibility, and Customers in a Digitally Distracted
World
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How to Seize the White Space for Transformative Growth
How Facebook Beat Friendster--and How Nine Other Startups Left the Rest in
the Dust
How to Use Content Marketing to Deliver Relevant, Valuable, and Compelling
Information that Turns Prospects Into Buyers
How to Kill a Unicorn
Content Inc.: How Entrepreneurs Use Content to Build Massive Audiences and
Create Radically Successful Businesses
Email Marketing Rules

An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to
childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny,
and full of wisdom…bound to change your thinking about parenting
and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the
Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might ask family
and friends for advice when faced with important choices about
how to raise your kids. You might turn to parenting books or
simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But
when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and full-blown
nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific
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research to make the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley
hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from
bribing his kids to do math (since studies show conditional cash
transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to
teaching them impulse control by giving them weird names
(because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not to
react when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy
(because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley
encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children,
if only because that level of engagement with kids will produce
solid and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very
loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy
kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches
you everything you need to know about the latest literature on
parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and
learning at the same time.
Although McDonald's tested the McCafe' concept--offering
specialty coffee and smoothies--many years before the recession
hit, the official launch took place in early 2009. Why? Because
they knew that was when Starbucks' market share was most
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vulnerable. And, in early 2010, McDonald's raked in $420m, not
only stealing a staggering amount of business from Starbucks,
but applying so much pressure that in 2009, Starbucks closed
over 270 locations. If you want to grow in a slowly recovering
economy...a stagnant economy...or even a declining market, your
best and only plan is to steal market share from your
competitors and to remain reactive to the market's needs. Grab
More Market Share will teach professionals how not settle for 1%
growth. Ross' research uses rock-solid case studies that teach
leaders to leverage the recovery to steal 10-15% market share
from competitors. Ross alerts readers to the fact that they must
leverage the culture (the public consciousness) to swing dollars
towards their organizations. This same discipline will help
professionals predict the next human behavior changes in buying
habits.
A game-changing framework for staying top of mind with your
audience―from the No. 1 company dominating content marketing
What do many successful businesses and leaders have in common?
They’re the first names that come to mind when people think
about their particular industries. How do you achieve this level
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of trust that influences people to think of you in the right way
at the right time? By developing habits and strategies that
focus on engaging your audience, creating meaningful
relationships, and delivering value consistently, day in and day
out. It’s the winning approach John Hall used to build Influence
& Co. into one of “America’s Most Promising Companies,”
according to Forbes. In this step-by-step guide, he shows you
how to use content to keep your brand front and center in the
minds of decision makers who matter. He reveals: • how consumer
needs and expectations have changed and what this shift means
for you • how to build a helpful, authentic, and consistent
brand that serves others just as well as it serves you • proven
methods for using digital content to enrich your target
audience’s lives in ways that build real, lasting trust Whether
you’re a marketing leader engaging an audience of potential
customers, a business leader looking to humanize your company
brand, or an industry up-and-comer seeking to build influence,
maintaining a prominent spot in your audience’s minds will
increase the likelihood that the moment they need to make a
choice, you’ll be the first one they call. There’s no better way
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to drive opportunities that result in increased revenue and
growth. Business is never “just” business. It’s always about
relationships. It’s always about a human connection. When you’re
viewed as a valuable, trustworthy partner, the opportunities are
endless. Position yourself for success by establishing and
developing content-driven relationships that keep you and your
brand Top of Mind.
Everyone thought Eric Ryan and Adam Lowry were crazy to start
Method, a new cleaning products company. The category had long
been dominated by P&G, Unilever, and Colgate-Palmolive. Those
giants had so much clout with the retail chains that their soaps
had barely needed updating for decades. But by taking advantage
of its underdog position, Method carved out a very profitable
niche: environmentally sound products in stylish, innovative
packaging. Despite having a far smaller marketing budget than
their competitors, Method connected with a substantial minority
of people who wanted to "buy green" but who also wanted highquality products. Marketing expert Stephen Denny argues that,
like Method, any brand can directly challenge the giant of its
category and not only survive, but thrive. While it's
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inconvenient to be the little guy, it can also be a blessing in
disguise. Giant- killers can afford to shake things up and take
bold steps. They can be faster and nimbler than giants who are
too slow and hidebound to make the painful but necessary changes
to stay competitive. By the time they notice that slingshot,
they're already keeling over. During his two decades in the
trenches, Denny has taken on quite a few giants. And he has
interviewed more than seventy other giant-killers across
industries- from software to cosmetics to aviation-for their
most powerful techniques. Our need to work smarter, with fewer
resources, isn't dependent on the state of the economy or on any
sense of stability you think you have in your industry. Denny's
ten powerful strategies will help you overcome stale business
thinking and bureaucracy. They include: ?Win in the last three
feet. Leverage someone else's investment-just be there the
moment the customer grabs their wallet. ?Create "thin ice"
arguments. Shift the conversation to places where the
competition can't-or won't-go. ?Fight unfairly. Learn how the
underdog can turn the tables. From the hypercompetitive world of
social media to high-stakes business-to- business sales to the
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trenches of retail, Killing Giants is The Art of War for a new
era. It proves that size does matter-the size of the fight in
the dog.
Grab More Market Share
The Fourth Industrial Revolution
10 Guiding Principles for Winning Tomorrow's Business
The Definitive Guide to Content Marketing Strategy
Location Is (Still) Everything
Get Content. Get Customers
Building Products Your Customers Will Buy
Insights, Stories, and Secrets from Inside Amazon
"Get Content. Get Customers." shows step-by-step how to create and execute a content
marketing strategy that works regardless of the size of a company or the type of business.
The sales guide for non-sales professionals Exactly How to Sell walks you through a tried and
true process that draws on time tested methods that are designed to attract and keep more
customers. No matter what you are selling (yourself, your product or your services) this simple
read is certain to provide you actionable strategies to deliver you more of the sales results you are
looking for. Inside, Phil M. Jones writes from experience and explains how to get more customers
and keep them all happy—while they’re spending more money, more often. Using simple,
practical, and easy-to-implement methods in line with the modern business landscape, Phil
educates and guides you, giving you the confidence you need to develop the skills you need to
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win more business. Boost your salesmanship to support your core profession Create intent in a
buyer and scenarios where everybody wins Choose your words wisely and present like a pro
Overcome the indecision in your customers and close more sales Manage your customer base
and have them coming back for more If you want to up your sales game, Exactly How to Sell
shows you how.
The lean entrepreneurship movement has captivated Silicon Valley and entrepreneurs across the
country. It provided an agile framework to develop the right product solution for a given target
market, and is now used by almost every fledgling company to do just that. The next challenge is
growth - to achieve the financial returns and, more importantly, the impact they dreamed of when
starting off on their adventure. Why do some companies realize the VC's goal of a 10x return on
investment, while others flounder? What differentiates the companies that become part of the
fabric of our lives and remain responsive, no matter how big they get from those that quickly
fade? To find out, Ammirati looks at 20 different companies in pairs, who have achieved productmarket fit at about the same point in history with the same general target customer-one of which
has gone on to achieve real scale, while the other languished. As his research reveals, just a
handful of choices-among them, who to partner with, how to finance growth, and how to use datamake all the difference in the world. With such intriguing examples as LinkedIn vs. Spoke,
Facebook vs. Friendster, and McDonald's vs. White Castle, Ammirati shows the secret of "the
science of growth" and how to cultivate it in any organization.
Unfiltered Marketing's big ideas apply to business strategy, marketing, and the future of the
brand/consumer relationship. It is a playbook for managers and for anyone interested in the everchanging interaction between technology and culture. “Denny and Leinberger capture the
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profound truths and deep realities of leading and marketing in a rapidly evolving world of digital
platforms.” —Blake Irving, former CEO of GoDaddy You can fake authenticity. But in this digitally
saturated age, your customers will see through any misdirection. As we are constantly on our
electronic devices, we have come to distrust curated media and traditional PR. Stephen Denny
and Paul Leinberger have found that people now want to make their own decisions based on raw
footage, real-time updates, and unfiltered livestreams. How, then, do marketing executives and
others gain consumer trust? These Fortune 500 consultants present the answer in Unfiltered
Marketing. Drawing on four years of global research, authors Denny and Leinberger have
developed a comprehensive five-step process for successfully rehumanizing the digital brand
experience and gaining customer loyalty. To follow it, companies must understand that
consumers are (1) seeking control in an out-of-control world; and executives must rework their
brand to be (2) unscripted, (3) in-process, and (4) in-context, in order to master (5) heroic
credibility (brands standing by their philosophy and values). Abiding by these rules, businesses
follow in the successful footsteps of brands like Patagonia, T-Mobile, adidas, GoDaddy, and
others.
10 Strategies to Topple the Goliath in Your Industry
How Financial Tools Destroy Your Capacity to Do New Things
Competitive Advantage
Content - The Atomic Particle of Marketing
How to Create Relevant and Memorable Experiences at Every Touchpoint
The Unexpected
Building an Unbeatable Business One Crazy Idea at a Time
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Everything You Wanted to Know about the Science of Raising Children but Were Too Exhausted
to Ask

The Global Innovation Index 2020 provides detailed metrics about
the innovation performance of 131 countries and economies around
the world. Its 80 indicators explore a broad vision of
innovation, including political environment, education,
infrastructure and business sophistication. The 2020 edition
sheds light on the state of innovation financing by
investigating the evolution of financing mechanisms for
entrepreneurs and other innovators, and by pointing to progress
and remaining challenges – including in the context of the
economic slowdown induced by the coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
crisis.
You can achieve your business dream. Beat the odds as you learn
from the best - including Henry Ford, Steve Jobs, and Bill Gates
- and turn your idea into an amazing and profitable enterprise.
The Business Book helps you over the hurdles facing every new
business, such as finding a gap in the market, securing finance,
employing people, and creating an eye-catching brand. It is a
plain-speaking visual guide to 80 of the most important commerce
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theories including chaos theory, critical path analysis, market
mapping, and the MABA matrix. Its graphics and flow diagrams
demystify complicated concepts and explain the ideas of seminal
business thinkers, such as Malcolm Gladwell's "tipping point" or
Michael Porter's "five forces". It shows that you can succeed
with stories of rags-to-riches entrepreneurs, including the
founders of Hewlett-Packard, who began their global enterprise
from their garage. Whether you are a student, a CEO, or a wouldbe entrepreneur, The Business Book will inspire you and put you
on the inside track to making your goal a reality. Series
Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative design
and innovative graphics along with straightforward and engaging
writing to make complex subjects easier to understand. With over
7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning
books provide just the information needed for students,
families, or anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking
refreshers on a single subject.
In the ever-changing world of business, we've arrived at a point
where process has trumped culture, where the race toward
efficiency has left us unable to reach our potential. Stuck in
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the land of status quo, we've forgotten how to think. The very
structures put in place to help businesses grow are now holding
us back;; it's time to Kill the Company. This book is a call to
arms: to start a revolution in how we think and work. But
instead of more one-size-fits-all change initiatives forced upon
employees, we need to embrace small changes that create ripple
effects throughout the organization. Lisa Bodell urges companies
to move from "Zombies, Inc." to "Think, Inc." Thinking can no
longer be exclusive to the creative team or lead strategists. A
culture of curiosity must be fostered among the ranks to shake
up our standard practices, from unproductive meetings to gonowhere strategic planning. This revolution can and will awaken
our ability to think, and ultimately, to innovate and grow.
From the cofounder of Square, an inspiring and entertaining
account of what it means to be a true entrepreneur and what it
takes to build a resilient, world-changing company In 2009, a
St. Louis glassblowing artist and recovering computer scientist
named Jim McKelvey lost a sale because he couldn't accept
American Express cards. Frustrated by the high costs and
difficulty of accepting credit card payments, McKelvey joined
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his friend Jack Dorsey (the cofounder of Twitter) to launch
Square, a startup that would enable small merchants to accept
credit card payments on their mobile phones. With no expertise
or experience in the world of payments, they approached the
problem of credit cards with a new perspective, questioning the
industry's assumptions, experimenting and innovating their way
through early challenges, and achieving widespread adoption from
merchants small and large. But just as Square was taking off,
Amazon launched a similar product, marketed it aggressively, and
undercut Square on price. For most ordinary startups, this would
have spelled the end. Instead, less than a year later, Amazon
was in retreat and soon discontinued its service. How did Square
beat the most dangerous company on the planet? Was it just luck?
These questions motivated McKelvey to study what Square had done
differently from all the other companies Amazon had killed. He
eventually found the key: a strategy he calls the Innovation
Stack. McKelvey's fascinating and humorous stories of Square's
early days are blended with historical examples of other worldchanging companies built on the Innovation Stack to reveal a
pattern of ground-breaking, competition-proof entrepreneurship
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that is rare but repeatable. The Innovation Stack is a thrilling
business narrative that's much bigger than the story of Square.
It is an irreverent first-person look inside the world of
entrepreneurship, and a call to action for all of us to find the
entrepreneur within ourselves and identify and fix unsolved
problems--one crazy idea at a time.
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